**SOURCES AND ANNOTATIONS:**

What do you need to fulfill the assignment?

Look for sources that go into the science or history or cultural roots of your myth. Perhaps look for sources that explore the nature of myth in general? You are looking for quality sources that will offer you lots of options for evidence to back up your argument regarding how valid your myth is....

**Set up your NoodleTools account before you look for articles (Directions on back)!**

1. You will need THREE sources.

2. As you find articles/sources that you MIGHT use in your research paper, CITE THEM in NoodleTools
   - 1 source/article MUST come from school databases
   - 2 sources/articles MAY come from other credible sources (newspapers, journals, .org sites, .gov sites, etc.)

3. For each source, you must write a concise annotation about the source. The paragraph (concise annotation) must include
   - Summary of the source: What does it say, in your own words?
   - Evaluation of the source:
     - Evaluate the authority or background of the author, site, and/or publisher,
     - Conduct the C.R.A.P. test: Is it Current, Reliable, Accurate, and/or does it have a fair Point of view or Purpose?
   - Reflection of the source (a) compare or contrast this work with another you have cited, and (b) explain how this work illuminates your research topic in comparison to the others. What does this add?

4. SHARE your Annotated Bibliography WITH your teacher: “Babcock (YOUR class period).” You only need to share once for your teacher to see all of your sources, and your paragraph for each source. This is how I will grade your sources, so make sure you do this.

ewitness：
Noodletools account created, and 1-2 sources with annotation(s) DUE by the end of class February 2/5th (ADAY), 2/6th (BDAY).

Star：
All three sources (and annotations) DUE by the end of class February 2/9th (ADAY), 2/10th (BDAY).

**How to get to the Databases**

**FROM MY WEBSITE**
1. Go to my website: babcockenglish2.weebly.com
2. Click Assignments > Unit 3 Research
3. Important links are listed on that page
4. Click on the Libguide link on that page

**FROM SCHOOL WEBSITE**
1. Go to the Leander High School home page: lhs.leanderisd.org
2. Go to the Library home page
3. Click on the LibGuides Tab at the top left of the Screen
4. Click on the Eng II Myth Busters link